
ENTERTAINMENT NEWS FROM BLOOD MOON PRODUCTIONS
BLOOD MOON EXTENDS HAPPY ANNIVERSARY GREETINGS TO 

RONALD REAGAN
A Man Whose Secrets Are About to Become a Lot Better Known

On Valentine’s Day, 2015, Blood Moon’s “gossip laser” will become historic, Pres-
idential, and three-sided, thanks to the release of LOVE TRIANGLE, a new biog-
raphy America will be buzzing about. 

Hot, unauthorized, and unapologetic, it’s an exposé of three celebrity wannabees
scrambling for visibility, respect, fortune, fame, and better roles in B-list Hollywood.
One of them (Jane Wyman) became an A-list star, romantically sidetracked in her
battle for better men and better roles. The other two ended up ruling the Free World.  

DID YOU KNOW?
That 2015 represents the 75th Anniversary of RONALD REAGAN’S marriage to
Oscar winner JANE WYMAN;  the 65th Anniversary of his first introduction to the
then-unknown B-ranking ingénue, NANCY DAVIS; and the 35th Anniversary of his
election to the first term of his U.S. Presidency? 

In recognition of the compromises these three entertainers followed in their pursuit
of love, success, and stardom; and in honor of how two of them eventually clawed
their way to power.  Blood Moon announces a VALENTINE’S DAY RELEASE of
its groundbreaking three-in-one biography, LOVE TRIANGLE. Its implications pro-
foundly changed the inner labyrinths of Hollywood, the Entertainment Industry, and
the U.S. Government. 

It’s HOT and NEW, with NEVER-BEFORE-PUBLISHED INFORMATION about how an eventually PRESIDENTIAL romantic
triangle and B-list movie stars in their early days ultimately changed America forever. 

LOVE TRIANGLE is big, flashy, and provocative, a screaming testimony to the sometimes lurid controversies going on
behind the scenes in Hollywood, when a Golden Age star (Jane Wyman) was creating herself, and when two minor stars,
more or less washed up in films, began looking for another  gig. 

In an interview with the book’s publisher, Danforth Prince, Anita Finlay, Chairman of Florida’s most visible magazine for
Seniors, described LOVE TRIANGLE like this: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMR6EqW-nqk

For additional information about this title and the company that produced it, click here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwMDrIx_UX0FS1NHZDdXeVc4YW8/view?usp=sharing

Happy Reading! and Happy Valentine’s Day, from all of us at Blood Moon Productions.

LOVE TRIANGLE
Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman, & Nancy Davis—All the Gossip Unfit to Print

Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince.  
Paperback, Biography/Entertainment.  6” x 9”  636 pages with hundreds of photos  

ISBN  978-1-936003-41-9   $27.95.   Available everywhere on VALENTINE’S DAY, 2015


